Session

This website has been built using WordPress version 3, which places one ‘session cookie’
on your computer when you arrive on the website:
Cookie
name

Data stored

PHPSESSID A random
unique
number or
string of letters
and numbers.

When does it
expire?

The cookie is
deleted when
you close
your web
browser.

Description

As you browse around the pages on this
site, the session cookie tells the website
that you are the same person requesting
the webpages, and not a new visitor to
each page. This cookie does not identify
you personally and is not linked to any
other information we store about you.

Registered users

WordPress uses the following cookies to enable registered users to log into the website:
Cookie name

Data stored

When does it
expire?

Description

wordpress_test_cookie

The text ‘WP
Cookie check’

A session
cookie,
deleted when
you close your
web browser.

WordPress sets this
cookie when you
navigate to the login
page. The cookie is
used to check whether
your web browser is set
to allow, or reject
cookies.

wordpress_xxxxx

Your login
authentication
details in an
encrypted form

A session
cookie,
deleted when
you close your
web browser.

WordPress uses these
cookies to store your
authentication details,
and their use is limited
to the admin console
area.

wordpress_logged_in_xxxxx Your login
details in an
encrypted form

A session
cookie,
deleted when
you close your
web browser.

WordPress uses this
cookie to indicate when
you’re logged in, and
who you are, for most
interface use.

wp-settings-xxxxx,
wp-settings-time-xxxxx

Text indicating
your preferred
settings

Persistent
cookie, expire
a little under
one year from
the time
they’re set.

WordPress uses this
cookie to customize
your view of admin
interface, and possibly
also the main site
interface.

Commentators

If you comment on an article on this website, WordPress uses the following cookies:
Cookie name

Data
stored

comment_author,
Your
comment_author_email, name,
email
comment_author_url
address
and
website
address

When does it
expire?

Description

Persistent
cookies, which
expire a little
under one year
from the time
they’re set.

WordPress sets these cookies
purely for convenience, so that
you won’t need to re-type all
your information again when
you want to leave another
comment. There is an option
when leaving a comment to
disable these.

We set an additional cookie called ‘cookie_consent’ that tracks the affirmative consent of
users, this is related to the pop-up that appears on the bottom of the page:

Cookie Consent

When visiting the website, you will be presented with a notification that it uses cookies and
provides a link to the privacy policy. Accepting this notification places the following cookie to
remember this selection on your device.
Cookie name

Data
stored

When does it
expire?

Description

cookie_consent A
boolean
value

Persistent cookie,
expires 27.4 years
after being set
(10000 days)

This cookie stores acceptance of future
tracking cookie consent and
acknowledgement of the existence of
the privacy policy. No personal
information is stored.

